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Abstract
The techniques of image processing have been used in optical character recognition (OCR)
for a long time. The recognition method evolved from early "pattern recognition" to "feature
extraction" recently. The recognition rate is raised from 70% to 90%. But the character by
character recognition technique has its limitation. Using language models to assist the OCR
system in improving recognition rate is the topic of many recent researches.
Recently, the related research on Chinese nature language processing has improved rapidly.
These improvement include the Chinese word segmentation, syntax analysis, semantic
analysis, collocation analysis, statistical language models.
In this paper, we will propose a new techniques for Chinese OCR postprocessing and
postediting. We combine noisy channel model and the technique of natural language
processing to implement an OCR postprocessing system. From the result of experiments, we
found noisy channel model very effective for postprocessing. Under the approach, it is
possible to recover the correct character, even when it is not in the candidate list produced
by the OCR system.
1. Introduction
Recently, the research of human-machine interface is becoming more and more important.
To reduce the workload of user entering text and data into a computer system, there are
many human-machine interfaces developed, such as optical character recognition (OCR),
speech recognition, etc. However, some errors are usually introduced in the recognition
process. Therefore, means for finding and correcting such errors in indispensable.
Research in character recognition for Chinese faces more difficulties than for other
languages. Firstly, Chinese has a huge character set. Secondly, Chinese characters have more
complex structure than alphabetic characters and there are a large number of similar
character groups. Therefore, we need some kind of contextual information to detect and
correct errors. Language models can be used to provide such contextual information to
enhance the correction rate and speed of a man-machine interface system. For example,
Tsuyoshi [14] use character frequency and the morphological analysis to improve the
handwritten Japanese OCR system.
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Recently the techniques of Chinese OCR have advanced greatly, the recognition rate has
reached 95% and 90% for printed and handwritten text respectively. In view of the
limitation of the techniques of OCR, we hope to use natural language models to detect the 5
to 10% errors and suggested their possible correction in a postediting environment. With an
effective postprocessing technique and user-friendly posteditor, the usability of OCR
technology can be greatly enhanced.
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In this paper, we have adopted a multi-stage postprocessing approach. In the detection stage,
the statistical model is used to re-evaluate the confidence of the error counts provided by the
image model. The purpose of this stage is to identify the places where the first candidate is
wrong. In correction stage, we combine the noisy channel and language model to suggest
possible corrections.
3. The Error Detection Model
To evaluate the confidence of the error counts, we analyse the output produced by the
recognition system (UMAX Standard Chinese OCR System). First, we scan the most
frequent 5401 Chinese characters. And we analyzed the relationship between the number of
the correct candidates with a certain error count (see Figure 1). Using the distribution of the
relation, we can come up with a threshold for detecting point when the first candidate is in
error. To further improve the precision of detection, a dictionary is used to reconfirm these
detection points.
Figure 1. number of correct candidate vs. error count
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4. The Error Correction Model
4.1 Language Model
In the first experiment of the correction stage, we used the word segmentation model [18]
locally to correct the detected points. This was very effective in correcting errors found in
long words consisting of 2 or more characters. As for single-character word, the character
bigram model was used. We trained the character bigram information from a 300,000
Chinese character balance corpus. From the result of experiment, the correction stage
eliminated 2 thirds of the error produced by OCR.
4.2 Noisy Channel Model
Our previous work[20] shows that the upmost difficultly in postprocessing is found in the
case where the correct character is missing from the candidate list. Therefore, we exploit
noisy channel model to introduce some characters into the candidate list to resolve the
problem. In our experiment, that can be done successfully for 40% the case.
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5. Conclusion
This paper proposes a new approach to the OCR postprocessing. It combines the
information provided by the image processing unit and contextual information to detect the
recognition errors. In the past, the OCR system can not solve the problem of the missing
correct character in the candidate list. In out experiment, we find it that the noisy channel
model is very effective in solving this problem.
In the future, we will enhance the noisy channel model and introduce the long distance
contextual information to improve our system. It seems that this model is applicable to other
man-machine interface applications. We are currently studying the possibility of apply the
model to speech recognition.
Table 1: The experiment result of error detection
Title WiF-14--i.t iiiIth**44-0
total errors find in first candidate 45 total errors find in first candidate 73
alarms true
positive
Precision Recall alarms true
positive
Precision Recall
UMAX 90 19 21.1% 42.2 122 31 25.4% 42.5%
Threshhold 221 45 20.4%  100%
.
 272 72 26.5% 98.6%
Dictionary 94 43 46% 95.6% 163 71 _	 43.6%	 _ 97.3%
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Table 2 : The experiment result of error correction
total errors find in first candidate 45
alarms detection
(true
positive)
alarm
precision
(uncorrect
error)
correction
(false
negative)
correction
(true
positive)
correct
rate
UMAX 90 19 54% 35 10 22%
Word Segment 68 19 79% 24 21 47%
Noisy Channel 68 14 74% 19 26 58%
Character Bigram_	 68 9 69% 13 32 71% ,
0.***440 A
total errors find in first candidate 73
alarms detection
(true
positive)
alarm
precision
(uncorrect
errors)
correction
(false
negative)
correction
(true
positive)
correct
rate
UMMAX 122 31 57% 54 19 26%
Word Segment 109 36 86% 42 31 43% ,,
Noisy Channel 109 31 86% 36 37 51%
Character	 gram 109 22 85% 26 47 64%
* alarm precision (uncorrect errors) = detection (true positive) / correction (false negative)
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Output Example:
[Example 1]	 [Example 2]
4314-ii_h6&#4****-41VrAte'l*-1- .	401411.****
00000000000000000000XX0000XX00000000 	 XX000000000000
44LA ICI as& itif iz	 *	 *VT* *It*
#########mitioutnniorrmmutioit 	 nit###########
##########################nitmow 	 n############
441-4.4-E .36 it* al	 —titrito**	 iit*41-****-
1$################PcNitiM73####### 	 ??############
4,V4.4,1-6014-41:- iti.A6 —it S	 4t14.14***
##################?dmditrd??######## 	 Ndit$##########
the output of UMAX Chinese OCR system
10 { 04872 t 04973 t 05178 4t 05210 a. 05243 * 05252 * 05281. 05320 k. 05329 O. 05333
10 * 03713 * 04832 k 04944 It 05152 k 05169 It 05274 4 05288 t 05320 * 05425 it 05433
10 4 03538 izt 04202 44- 04295 4. 04529 4 04750 47 047514 04787 4 04794 % 04826 4+ 04917
10 02347 ft 03497 if 03713 If 03990 04104 41- 04175 4 04181 .91- 04207 * 04245 .0F 04303
10 t 03206 41.. 04445 17. 04627 $ 046314' 04715 4 04741 it 04894 47 04930 04977 4. 05000
10 * 03501 *04834 * 05165 * 05238 * 05294 05315 it 05379 * 05422 * 05428 05436
10 * 03293 * 04313 * 04633 If 04738 * 04765 4 04786 04803 * 04848 * 04853 04859
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